
CHAPTER I 

INTHODUCTICJN 

1.1. Background of The Study 

Everyday, everyone would use a code or a language 

for s13cial interaction. Every community has agreed a code 

for their communication. Actually, language is influenced 

by social and cultural background in what the community 

lives. Language also be seen as one of characteristics of 

culture. Whether language would have social pr·estige 

depends on the increasing of community culture. So, wa 

language prestige. Inde8d, prestigious language would be 

used by mnny speak en;~ bec.oiuse it sl11:,i,,,s the- soc:i.a1 

tibe of ~peakers. 

in other criteria~ like other forms cf 

social activity, h,:1.s to be appropri.:d:.e to the speakf:-r 

using it. Social link where people make relationship with 

each other~ has been conditioned by object matter, 

domiriates social . t I. • l.n · :.f~r· ,;;1c: ·1. J. on. In this case, net only 

behavior that appropriate to individual about their Ian-

guage style but also needs to be suitable for particular 
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occasions and situation. (Trudgill, 1983: 100). 

Communication, in which language is important, 

, ) .,_ 

h_as pat-

terns that occurs at all levels : societal, group and 

individual. (Hymes cited in Saville - Troike, 1972: 14). 

According to Saville-Troike, at the societal level, 

language serves many functions. Language creates/ rein-

forces boundaries, unifying its speakers as members of 

single speech community, and excluding outsiders from 

intragroup communication. Many languages are also made to 

serve a society by providing linguistic indicators which 

may be used to reinforce social stratification (Saville-

Troike, 1985: 15). 

ln 1'act oi' many langua<;Jes, then2 are twi:, di·f·f'erent 

styles of language; standard language and daily or ordi-

nary language, also in Indonesian. Standard language of 

Indonesian is ruled by Pusat Pembinaan dan Pengembangan 

Bahasa. There is a function as communication language tor 

elementary~ ·high sct·1c:.101 ~ and un:i versi ty instn .. 1ction, n.1.dio 

broadca~.;.t ~ s peec: he-rs, newspaper and magazines articles, 

official letters, and in general purposes for which 'good' 

and ·correct· (Turner, 1972 : 133). In contrary ordinary 
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Indonesian is the usual~ informal~ everyday conversational 

Indonesian. It is the style of Indonesian 

spoken in most face to face encounters between acquaint-

ances and friends of different ethnic groups (Turner cited 

in Pride 1972 : 133). Furthermore, Turner said, structural 

differe~ces between daily lndonesian and standard Indone

sian includes shortening of words, omission of words, 

change of word order, some wor-d subs ti tutic•n and minor 

differences in pronunciation and rhythm. 

Standard Indonesian according to Dede Utomo is 

thought to be formal, rational, and infertile language 

(Surabaya Post, August 31, 1991). lhere caused why ofdi

nary or daily language of Indonesian is established by its 

speakers to make a closer relationship between them. 

Social stratification of speakers give some different use 

of Indonesian on daily use. Social context also give to 

Indonesian alternative for engineering. In fact Standard 

Indonesian or ordinary/daily Indonesian have the same 

potential to be engineered. Engineering process of lan·-· 

guage must have equality with naturalistic process. Be-

cause, basically language is natural. So, engineering 
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process cannot be forced¥ because engineering process that 

111ake l anguagE': orse, archo:\:i.c, di ff :i.ct.1 l t to be spoken and 

curious would refused by its speakers (Budi Darma, ,Jawa 

Pos October 29-30, 1993). If Standard Indonesian is ruled 

by Pusat Pembinaan dan Pengembangan Bahasa, daily or 

ordinary Indonesian is used by its speakers depend on 

their social context and sub groups where Indonesian is 

used for interaction their self. 

Indonesian development, as Turner said, 

like shortening words, omission of words, changes of word 

pronunciation and rhythm, can be seen within youth Inddne-

sian language. Tt.wne;,· has done a research an ordin;:-.ry 

Indonesian used a small community of Indonesian graduate 

students, their wives, their children in USA 

The research has shot,..11 that Indonesian has been 

influenced by anoth~r languag~, like Dutch during colonial 

periods, and English after 1962 (Tuner cited in Pride, 

1972 137). Furthermore Turner said, if the use of a 

foreign language whether partial c::.11~ 1::r.1mp1ete~ 

show the mark of educated man a symbol of the new elite 
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and prestige ( TLirner, 

his research that had 

positir.:in of Outc:h 

cited in Pride, 1972 . 133-138). . 

t:H?en clonl"-.:, in 1 'J62, Turn+:,r shr:1wed 

whi<:h h,:1S changed dr·astically. 

i= , .. 

In 

the 

Its 

former official function at that time has been filled by 

Indonesian. Its previous educational uses have been large-

ly replaced by Indonesian and English. Turner also said, 

in that time English has been used for interaction with 

outsiders (foreign people), for political and business 

purposes whereas Dutch retains its usefulness only in 

certain academic d:i.sciplines .. md as intimate c:ode among 

the upper class, especially among the middle aged and oldar 

people. 

But bye this time, we can see new phenomena where 

English grows rapidly and used rather than 19~2 when 

Turne1r did t-d.s research. Eng 1 ish j_s not only for educa-

tional purposes but also ·fo1r interaction betwee11 groups, 

for business er in FM radio broadcasting. English like as 

Dutch in the colonial periods functioned as the mark of 

high education man~ aMd a symbol of the new elite, English 

borrowing and code switching occurs frequently in big 

cities like Jakarta and Surab~ya. A clear example as 
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Rosihan Anwar said, is in radio broadcast of which are 

deal with teenagers and young people (republika, 

In this speech community Indonesian is used inconsistent-

ly, mixed by any dialect or foreign language (especially 

English). There is some relation between English used in 

FM radio broadcasting and the life style of its listeners. 

Most listeners of FM broadcasting can be classified as 

middle and upper social class, it is shown by any programs 

of FM broadcasting that show their life style. 

baya, Radio Merdeka and Wijaya d~al with all social class-

es, while the others choose middle and upper class for 

their listeners. 

·fully related, and culture is ·fully const1~uc:ted by Ian-

guage. (cited in Cason, 1981). There is a indicate in 

language use in FM bro~dcasting describes the lifestyle or 

culture of listeners. So an analysis of language use will 

show the cultural background of Surabaya. FM broadcasting 

listeners to·analysis language using.of advertisement 

It is clear enough for us, lf English has high 
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prestige for most Indonesian. Some one will be classified 

well educated if he can speak or communicate in English. 

It show middle and upper class in Indonesia (Turner cited 

in Pride~ 1972). The writer think~ there is the reason why 

code switching and English borrowing occur and used by 

Surabaya broadcast as appeal to their listeners. This 

reason is based on some researches by Trudgill, Le Page 

and Tabouret-Keller whom report if language or variety has 

high prestige· speakers wili often claim to use it. and .. ,., 
where it is of low prestige they will deny knowledge of it 

(Milroy, 1987 : 185). 

This thesis is based on the phenomena above~ would 

describe code switching and English borrowing in Indone-

sic:·~r·, .. 
/' 

To limit thf.f? resear·c:t-,, the? ~·nriter choose S1..1r·c1t.faya FM 

Broadcasting especially in its advertisement. The reasons 

for this choice are : first, Surabaya FM broadcasting, 

like Jakarta or other big cities~ deal with teenagers and 

youth people middle class and upper class as its listen-

ers. On this class English borrowing and code switching 

are often used (Anwar, R~publika, August 15, .1.S)c:?=5). ,. Ft:::ir 

e>:ample, 
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FM broadcasting that is cited by Republika, Oktober 31, 

1993 has shown code switching that is used by the broad-

caster. 

Broadcaster : Apakah hasil alam yang terkenal dari 

Irian Jaya? (What is the famous 

product of Irian Jaya?) 

Listener : Eeh .•• Cendrawasih. 

Broadcaster: Sorry gal (guy?)~ You've missed to 

chance our prize. 

Second~ the advertisement of FM Broadcasting also deal 

with teenagers and youth people as the object~ so adver-

tisement bureau must also make an advertisement that adapt 

to ordinar·y habits of them. One of the adaptation uses 

English borrowing and code switching that is common in 

daily FM Broadcast. 

1.2. Statement of the Problem. 

Based on the background of the study above, here 

the writer 

would like to deal with two problems: 

1. What are code switching and English borrowing have a 
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function important varieties of advertisement of Sura-

baya FM b~oadcasting? 

2. When are code switching and English borrowing used on 

advertisement? 

.t.3. Objective of the study 

This thesis actually has the object of the study 

on : 

1. relationship between code use and prestige in 

2. code switching and English borrowing use in 

advertisement 

1.4. Significance of the Study 

This study describas the language used in adver-

tisement of Surabaya FM broadcasting. For the· sociolin-

guistic:. study this thesi.s is e>:pF.?1:ted to <;Jive i:.~cJditional 

information about the language used in FM broadc~sting, at 

least to clarify Surabaya youngsters (social content of FM 

bn:}ac:11:asting) of their languagg ise. And for Surabaya FM 

broadcasting, this study may help to grow the performance 
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better. 

1.5. Th~oretical Background 

This thesis would be analyzed, based on c:ode 

st>ii tching and borrowing theories. Code switching according 

to Saville-Troiv..E.- is defined as the chani;_~es in lan1,,11.1ages 

or v,:1r ieties o·f the same language vii thin sing le speec:11 

event (1982 : 61). And Labov said i~ code switching is 

dialect mix\ure (cited in Pride, 1972 : 37). Also we can 

see de·l'inition of Fis:,hman who s«1id code sv-Ji.tchin!;,J is the 

practice of ~hanging from one dialect or language to 

another (cited in Palmer, 1981 : 65) •. And according to 

switch from ono language variety to another when the 

J 
situation demand (1983 : 71). 

Fur·· the,.··inor-·e c:Dd£~ sw:i. t.c: liir1._g is el at.si:)r,;ltt?cl as S,;j_ t1.1,::1-

metaphorit!:al 
~ . ,t 

code swi tchiQ..9. 

(Saville-Troike, 1982 :62-63). Situational code switching 

occurs when the language change accompanie5 a change of·-

topics or participant. Situational code switching is used 

to include certain people and to exclude another. Meta-
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phorical code switching occurs within a single situation 

but adds meaning so much components as the relationship 

which are being expressed. Metaphorical code switching is 

L1seful to ider1tify certain object and give met;;,phorical 

meaning. A part of code switching where the native items 

were net adapted abruptly in the phoneme, morphe:1me or· 

syntax is defined as code mixing (Appel and Muysken,1987). 

The other theory would be used in this thesis is 

lexical borrcwinq. It is defined by Saville-Troike as : 
" •.• in which 1 e>d.cail items "f'n:Jm one l ;;;1nr;,iua1;Jt? are c1dc:1pted 

phonologically t<::i the s_ound system c.-f the a their , .;,md are 
subject to its mor-phc,logical inf lee ti.ons" 

(Savlle-Troike,1982) 

The sub th~ory that would be used in this research 

is da11i.::.1in theory. Def in i t:i.cm 

Fishman els : 

dom,"::lin J
. , .• .. ~ by 

"A socio cultural cons'l:r .. uct 1'rc,m topic c,f ccimmunica-
t:i.on, in ac<.:c:c1~d i,d th the :i.n!st:i. tut ion!,.:, cl"f' r:-:;.<.')ciety ,a1nd the 
spheres c:,f c:H:tivity of speech community." 

(cited in Saville-Troike, 1982:52) 

More explanations of all theories would be clari-

fied in chapter 3. 

1.6. Methodology~ 

1.6.1. Working definition. 
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Language is arbiter system of vocal symbole that 

is grown and us~d by the speaker with collective con-

sciousness and convention together in which they have 

social interaction. 

Code switching is a change of dialect or language 

to another in single speech event. 

Borrowing is lexical borrowing from one language 

ti:, another that a1'"e used part! y in speec.:h evel)\t. Indonesia 

is the language that is used ih Indonesia to interact one 

and a~other who come from many ethnics and regional ian-

Inclonr""~"';i.;.,,n i.n f.:=cc:t ~ qrol<'I Q1··1 ~;;t,'.lnd,:1rd ,:11·)c:l Grd:i.n.,11··v 

languages. Standard Indonesian is ruled by Pusat Pembi-

naan dan Pengembangan Bahasa and use in formal event. 

for intimate interaction. 

English is the first inte~national language th~t 

in Indonesia gr6w rapidly on daily using of middle and 

upper class interaction • 

Surabaya FM broadcasting is FM broadcasting sta-

ticns in Surabaya that most of them deal with the young-

sters, middle class and upper class as their active lis-
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teners. 

AdVE~r"'tisement is 1:1 "'=~Y ti:> c:,dver··U.se somethinq 

product to be known and influence consument to consume it. 

l..6.2. Location and Population 

The location of the research is Surabaya. All af 

FM radio in Surabaya would be included as the object of 

the study. 

The population i~ the advertisements that produced utter-

ances trough radio broadcasting deal with listeners . 

.1. 6. :.:;. Sampling 

This thesis is based on descriptive-qualitative 

research, so the sample that would be gotten must describe 

much information from various source and constructions. 

The aim of the qualitative research is to specify specific 

term of special context (Moleong, 1991:165). 

And according to Hasan, qualitative research is more 

competent than quantitative research to know the n8ture oi 

any problem of society (cited in Aminuddin ed.~1990 : 12) • 

This thesis would specify any problems of code switching 

and English borrowing that has been used by advertisement 
~ 
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in Surabaya FM broadcasting, so qualitative research is 

the best method to do this research. The characteristic 

of qualitative research are resumed by Bogdan and Biklen 

in five characters, there are; 

1. Natural setting as direct data sources and 

researcher as key instrument. 

2. descriptive methods 

3. str-ess on "pr·ocess" r-ather than 

· "01.1tcomes"o1~"product o·f the resear-ch 

4. inductive method on data analysis 

5. meaning is important thing of research 

(cited in Amjnuddin~ 1990:14) 

So the data of the research would b~ gotten from 

the:_. t1·tterance 1'ound in adver-tisement of Sur·abaya FM broad-

<.:,ast:i.ng. 

Advertisements would be taken as much as~ and the 

writer selectively choose that can be classified as good 

dad:,:1. Snowball theory .was chosen by the writer to select 

input data and to classify it. 

Unit of analysis cf this research was all FM 

broadcasting in Surabaya~ with the reason all various 

~ /. 
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units of advertisement would be taken. To limit the 

research time, the writer fixed two weeks of broadcasting 

time to take data. 

1.6.4. Techniques of data collecting 

There are two techniques used to collect data in 

this research, observation and recording. 

1. observation 

The observation mathc~ in this research is partic-

ipant observation. It means researcher must enter and 

interact with the context where the resaarch would be 

done, and also record anything can be classified as data 

simul taneo1.1sl y (Hasan in Aminuddin ed,J.~ii\?O:J::,). 

ticipant observation, researcher classify natural setting 

as data sources. The data would be taken directly from 

natural setting on daily activities (Hasan in Aminuddin 

ed., 1990:15), in the reason researcher would take good 

and casual data. The research has used Surabaya FM broad-

casting as its natural setting. 

2. recording 

This tec~iique would be used to complete observa-
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tion, especially to get linguistic data of advertisement, 

such as pronunciation and sentences in natural setting 

(Hasan, 1991; Samarin, 1988). Furthermore, Samarin said , 

recording is very iMportant to take a good data or corpus. 

Recording would also give casual speech and various utter-

ance. 

1.6.5. Technique of data analysis 

Utterance recording was main data of this thesis 

and literary data was secondary data that has been used to 

add more information about radio broadcast. From utter-

ance recording that have been gotten would be analyzed on 

!.Transcribe the utterance recording that is 

spoken languageinto written language. 

2.Determine utterance that contain code switching 

and English borrowing. 

3.Present and analyze some examples that is gotten 

from utterance after have been classified. 

To clarify cJassified data, the writer would adapt 

, 
/ 

I 
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kind of table that has been used by Poplack 

__ , _________ ..... , _______________________ _ 
Level of integration into CS 

Base language 

Type 

l 

phon. morph. syn. no/yes e::,:amp le 

2 

sourc~: Poplack cited in Milroy~ 1987:194 

Type of lexical borrowing 

----------------------- ----------------------------------
Type 

l. 

2 

Impo1~tation SL1 bs ti tu ti on e>:ample 

-----------------------------------------------~----------
source: adapted from Appel and Muysken~ 1988 
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1.7. Organization of The Study 

This thesis was devided into six chapters. Chap-· 

ter 1 told about introduction and devided into five sub-

chapters, background of the study, statement of the prob-

lems, objective of the study, significance of the study, 

theoretical background and methodology. 

Chapter 2 told about description of the object of the 

study In this chapter would be described about adver-

tisement characteristics and Surabaya FM broadcast as the 

media for advertising. 

Chapter 3 told about review of related theories This 

chapter l. t· . ~ devided into 4 subchap.ter whicl1 told about 

code, code switching and code mixing, borrowing and review 

of related st~dies. 

Chapter 4 told about an analysis. This chapter would 

present the data and analyze it. This thesis is ended with 

c:h,,,,pb.?.r· t"< i:m cone: l usic.:<n. 
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